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Abstract
The article presents a possible using of the author's method – normalisation with respect to the pattern – in the construction of synthetic measure. When a stimulant (destimulant) is normalized, for each object the share of its distances from the maximum (minimum) in the total distance from the maximum (minimum) of all objects is determined. Such transformation meets the requirements of normalisation - deprives variables their units and unifies their ranges. Normalisation with respect to the pattern has properties suggested in the literature - preserves skewness, kurtosis and the Pearson correlation coefficients. Moreover, although the current data are the sole data used to convert variables, normalized diagnostic variables are comparable across time. This feature gives an advantage of pattern normalisation over other methods in dynamic analysis of complex phenomena.

The article uses normalisation with respect to the pattern in construction of Hellwig’s measure of development, in which Euclidean distances from an abstract ideal point are calculated. Since normalized diagnostic variables become destimulants with the minimum value equals 0, the ideal point used to construct a synthetic measure is constant over time. So, the values of modified measures are comparable both across objects and time. One can compare the positions of objects in the rankings as well as the values of the measures themselves (calculate the increments of values, descriptive characteristics, etc.).
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1 Introduction
The article concerns the methods of comparing objects due to the level of a complex phenomenon, and more specifically, the linear ordering of these objects. Objects are identified with points in a multidimensional space. To order these points, their one-dimensional projections are constructed. In this way, a synthetic measure of a complex phenomenon is defined. The synthetic measure is also called the aggregate variable or the composite indicator.

The issues raised in the article are quite popular. For a selected complex phenomenon, many different examples of synthetic variables can be found in the literature. For example, in Booysen (2002), the history of creating various composite indicators of socio-economic
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development of countries has been described. Synthetic variables are created for both science and politics. They are then also widely exploited in journalism.

Due to its simplicity, the synthetic approach to describing qualitative phenomena has many supporters. On the other hand, this type of simplification of complex phenomena is too great for many professionals. The advantages and disadvantages of composite indicators can be found among others in Saltelli (2007).

It is certain that the construction of a synthetic measure should be carried out with due diligence. Rules that should be followed and subsequent stages of construction are presented, for example, in Saisan and Saltelli (2011) or Zeliaś (2002a).

The last stage of constructing a synthetic variable is the aggregation of diagnostic variables. The most common methods are the simplest ones: arithmetic mean and geometric mean. In Poland, Hellwig’s method (more advanced) is widespread. The method, called \textit{measure of economic development}, has been described in Hellwig (1968 a, b) and quoted in Fanchette (1971). The measure of development bases on multidimensional Euclidean distances from a pattern - a point in the space whose coordinates are determined by the most favourable observations of diagnostic variables.

The article proposes a modification of the Hellwig’s method. It mainly concerns the use of another type of variables normalisation. There are many methods of normalisation (see for example: Milligan and Cooper, 1988; Jajuga and Walesiak, 2000; Pawelek, 2008; Zeliaś, 2002a, 2002b). The article uses \textit{normalisation with respect to the pattern}. This is a new method proposed in Müller-Frączek (2017b). This normalisation has advantages that allow us to construct a dynamic synthetic measure whose values are comparable both across objects and time.

The use of the pattern normalisation in another type of synthetic variable can be found in Müller-Frączek (2017a).

The layout of the article is as follows: Section 2 reminds the original Hellwig’s construction, Section 3 quotes the concept and main properties of the normalisation with respect to the pattern, Section 4 presents the construction of dynamic measures of objects development, the article ends with conclusions.

\section{Hellwig's measure of development}
Assume that our goal is to order \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) objects according to the level of the complex phenomenon. We know a collection of \( r \in \mathbb{N} \) diagnostic variables, which characterize this phenomenon. Then the objects are identified with points in a \( r \)-dimensional space with
coordinates equal to the values of diagnostic variables. Let \( x_{ip} \), \( i = 1, ..., n \), \( p = 1, ..., r \) bethe corresponding data matrix.

Assume that diagnostic variables meet both substantive and statistical requirements (for more details see for example Zeliaś, 1982). Among them we distinguish stimulants and destimulants. Stimulants positively influence the analyzed phenomenon, whereas the influence of destimulants is negative. The set of stimulants is marked by \( S \), while the set of destimulants by \( D \).

In the first step of the original Hellwig’s method, diagnostic variables should be standardized to render them comparable. After standardisation they take the form:

\[
x'_{ip} = \frac{x_{ip} - \bar{x}_p}{S(x_p)},
\]

where \( \bar{x}_p \) is the average value of the variable \( x_p \):

\[
\bar{x}_p = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{jp},
\]

whereas \( S(x_p) \) is the standard deviation of the variable \( x_p \):

\[
S(x_p) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (x_{jp} - \bar{x}_p)^2}.
\]

In the next step of the method, the pattern of economic development \( x^+ = (x^+_1, x^+_2, ..., x^+_r) \in \mathbb{R}^r \) is determined. The pattern is an ideal abstract point in the multidimensional space, whose coordinates take the most favourable values of the considered diagnostic variables:

\[
x^+_p = \begin{cases} 
\max_j x'_{jp} & \text{if } x_p \in S \\
\min_j x'_{jp} & \text{if } x_p \in D. 
\end{cases}
\]

The basis for the construction of Hellwig’s development measure are the Euclidean distances between objects and the pattern:

\[
d^+_i = \sqrt{(x'_{i1} - x^+_1)^2 + (x'_{i2} - x^+_2)^2 + \cdots + (x'_{ir} - x^+_r)^2}.
\]

These distances form a synthetic measure, which is a numerical characteristic of the analyzed qualitative phenomenon. The greater is value \( d^+_i \), the worse is the situation of \( i \)-th object.

Since \( d^+_i \) are not normalized and the direction of the relationship between them and the phenomenon is opposite than expected, the measure of economic development of \( i \)-th object is given by:
where $d^+$ is the average distance between objects and pattern:

$$
\overline{d}^+ = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} d_j^+ ,
$$

while $S(d^+)$ is the standard deviation of these distances:

$$
S(d^+) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (d_j - \overline{d}^+)^2}.
$$

The denominator of the formula (6) guarantees limitation of development measure. Only in extreme, very rare cases, the values of the measure go beyond the interval [0,1].

In the original, the Hellwig's method was described in a static situation - for a given unit of time. However, in practice it is also used in dynamic researches. In this case, to ensure the comparability of results across time, both observations for all objects and all time units are taken into account when determining the mean (2) and deviation (3) as well as the pattern (4) (see for example Müller-Frączek and Muszyńska, 2016). However, such stochastic approach raises doubts, especially in the case of regional research in which we work with all objects - that is, a population, not a sample (see also Zeliaś, 2002a, 2002b).

An additional disadvantage of the stochastic approach is the necessity of recalculating all results with the appearance of observations for the next unit of time.

3 Normalisation with respect to the pattern
An application of normalisation with respect to the pattern (Müller-Frączek, 2017b) in the construction of synthetic measures can be a solution of the problems indicated at the end of the previous section. A characteristic feature of this method is the comparability of normalized values of variables across time, although a deterministic and not stochastic approach is used for normalisation.

For simplicity, consider one diagnostic variable, which is observed for $n \in \mathbb{N}$ objects and $T \in \mathbb{N}$ time units. For each $t = 1, \ldots, T$ let $x^t = (x_1^t, x_2^t, \ldots, x_n^t) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ be the corresponding data vector.

For each unit of time $t = 1, \ldots, T$, we choose the most favourable value of the variable $x^t$, we call them the pattern values (or patterns for short):
\[ x^{t+} = \begin{cases} \max_i x_i^t & \text{if } x \in S \\ \min_i x_i^t & \text{if } x \in D \end{cases} \quad (9) \]

Note that pattern values change over time.

For \( t = 1, \ldots, T \) the pattern values are used for normalisation of the variable \( x^t \) according to the formula:

\[
u_i^{t+} = \frac{|x_i^t - x^{t+}|}{\sum_{j=1}^n |x_j^t - x^{t+}|} = \begin{cases} \frac{x_i^{t+} - x_i^t}{\sum_{j=1}^n (x_i^{t+} - x_j^t)} & \text{if } x \in S \\ \frac{x_i^t - x^{t+}}{\sum_{j=1}^n (x_i^t - x_j^{t+})} & \text{if } x \in D \end{cases} \quad (10)
\]

The transformation (10), called *normalisation with respect to the pattern* or *pattern normalisation* for short, satisfies the requirements for normalisation - it deprives variables their units and unifies their ranges. Furthermore, pattern normalisation has properties suggested in the literature for such type of transformation (compare Walesiak, 2014; Jajuga and Walesiak, 2000): it preserves skewness and kurtosis of distributions, as well as does not change Pearson's linear correlation coefficients between variables (proofs and more others properties can be found at Müller-Frączek, 2017b).

The Table 1. presents some descriptive characteristics of variables after normalisation with respect to the pattern, to simplify the notation, the indexes are omitted.

**Table 1.** Descriptive characteristics of the distribution of variables after pattern normalisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of characteristic</th>
<th>Value of characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic mean</td>
<td>( \bar{u}^+ = \frac{1}{n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>( S(u^+) = \begin{cases} S(x) &amp; \text{if } x \in S \ \frac{S(x)}{n(\bar{x} - x^+)} &amp; \text{if } x \in D \end{cases} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>( A(u^+) = \begin{cases} -A(x) &amp; \text{dla } x \in S \ A(x) &amp; \text{dla } x \in D \end{cases} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>( K(u^+) = K(x) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson correlation coefficient</td>
<td>( r(u_i^{t+}, u_j^{t+}) = \begin{cases} r(x_1, x_2) &amp; \text{if } x_1, x_2 \in S \text{or } x_1, x_2 \in D \ -r(x_1, x_2) &amp; \text{otherwise} \end{cases} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transformation (10), like standardisation (1), belongs to the group of normalisations, for which the value of the normalized variable for the \( i \)-th object is influenced by all the values of
the variable. Scaling (or unitarisation), which is very popular method of normalisation in empirical researches, does not have this feature. In this case, only the maximum and minimum influence the values after normalisation.

Transformation (10) is not just a technical operation. After pattern normalisation variables have a clear interpretation. For \( i \)-th object, the value of normalized variable determines the share of its distance from the pattern in the total distance from the pattern of all objects. In the context of constructing synthetic variables, this means that after pattern normalisation diagnostic variables become destimulants, irrespective of their initial nature.

In dynamic studies, the most important advantage of pattern normalisation is the comparability of the values of normalized variables both across objects and time, although only values from the current unit of time are used for transformation. If the value of a normalized variable for the \( i \)-th object has increases, then the situation of this object has worsened.

Normalisation with respect to the pattern can be used, among others, for the construction of synthetic measures. An example is the additive synthetic measure presented in Müller-Frańczek, 2017a. The present article proposes an application of pattern normalisation in the construction of dynamic measure of development based on the Hellwig’s concept.

4 Dynamic synthetic measure

As in Section 2, consider a complex phenomenon, which is characterized by a set of \( r \in \mathbb{N} \) diagnostic variables. These variables are observed for \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) objects in the space and \( T \in \mathbb{N} \) units of time. For each \( t = 1, ..., T \) let \( X_{it} \) be the data matrix of dimension \( n \times r \).

The steps of constructing dynamic measure of development are analogous to the original Hellwig’s method. At the beginning, all diagnostic variables are brought to comparability, using pattern normalisation instead of standardisation. This transformation causes that all variables become destimulants, and their minimum values are equal to 0. Therefore, the pattern obtained in the next step takes the form \((0,0,...,0) \in \mathbb{R}^r\). This pattern does not change over time, this is an important advantage from the point of view of constructing dynamic synthetic measures.

In the next step the multidimensional Euclidean distances between the objects and the pattern \( d_i^{0t} \) are determined. They take the form:

\[
d_i^{0t} = \sqrt{(u_{1i}^{+t})^2 + (u_{2i}^{+t})^2 + \cdots + (u_{ri}^{+t})^2}.
\] (11)
Distances (11) are the quantitative descriptions of the objects due to the analyzed qualitative phenomenon.

Because of the comparability of normalized variables, also distances from the pattern are comparable both across objects and time. If the value of \(d_{i0}^t\) is greater than \(d_{j0}^\tau\), then the situation of the \(i\)-th object at the moment \(t\) is worse than the situation of the \(j\)-th object at the moment \(\tau\). Note that, one can compare not only the rankings, but also the values of the synthetic measure \(d\) (calculate its increments, descriptive characteristics, etc.).

Next, for \(t = 1, \ldots, T\), \(i = 1, \ldots, n\) we define dynamic measures of development of the \(i\)-th object at the moment \(t\) by the formula:

\[
\mu_t^i = 1 - \frac{d_{i0}^t}{\sqrt{r}}. \tag{12}
\]

The higher is the value of the measure, the better is the situation of the object.

Similarly to Pluta (1976), the denominator in the formula (12) depends only on the number of variables. Such a form preserves the comparability of measure \(\mu\) both across objects and time. Additionally, unlike the original method, the values of measures never go beyond the range \([0,1]\).

**Conclusions**

The article presents the construction of dynamic measure of development, based on Hellwig's concept. The Hellwig's measure of development uses multidimensional Euclidean distances from a pattern - a point in the space whose coordinates are determined by the most favourable observations of diagnostic variables. In the original, the method applies to static situation. The article proposes a dynamic version of Hellwig’s measure. The proposed modification consists primarily in the application of normalisation with respect to the pattern instead of standardisation. The values of the measures are comparable not only across space, but also across time, although only the current observations are used in their determination. In this way, the stochastic approach to normalisation and pattern determination is avoided. Such approach is controversial in regional research, in which we work with the whole population of objects.

In subsequent studies, an attempt will be made to include spatial relationships in the construction of measures, as in Pietrzak (2014).
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